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'L PublicService~ . . . ,
Company of Colorada . '!

16805 WCR 19'1/2, Platteville, Colorado 80651

August 25, 1989
Fort St. Vrain
Unit No. 1
P-09328

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Controi Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

1

Docket No. 50-267.

SUBJECT: Licensee Event Report
88-015-02, Revised
Final Report

REFERENCE: Fecility Operating
License No. DPR-34

Gentlemen:

Enclosed, please find a copy of Licensee Event Report
No. 50-267/88-015-02, Revised Final, submitted as a voluntary report.

. If . you have any questions, please contact Mr. M. H. Holmes at (303)
480-6950.

Sincerely,

( w
b . %_

C. H. Fuller
Manager, Nuclear Produ-tion
and Station Manager

Enclosure

cc: Regional Administrator, Region IV
ATTN: Mr. T. F. Westerman, Chief

Pro.fects Section B

Mr. R. E. Farrell
Senior Resident Inspector, FSV
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On October 11, 19ES, with the reactor shutdown for helium circulator maintenance
and the PCRV pressurized to 85 psia, the Loss of Outside Electric Power and
Turoine Trip surveillance test was initiated. The diesel generater engines of
both diesel generator sets started automatically, as designed, and automatic
load shedding was completed from the three essential 480V buses. However, both
diesel generator output breakers failea to close and power was lost to the 480V f
essential buses. Outside power was manually restored to the 4169V buses and the
non-essential 480V buses. After approximately 39 minutes, power was restored to
the 480V essential buses.

Based on PSC's investigation, the failure of the diesel generator output
breakers to close was most likely due to a contact problem that corrected itself
during the test. The test was successfully completed on October 18, 1988.

Part of the logic had been defeated during the test and no single failure was
found that alone could have prevented the diesel generators from supplying
essential ' loads in an actual loss of outside power event. Alsn, power was
restored to the essential buses within FSAR time requirements, and this event
was determined not reportable. This event is being reported to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission as a voluntary report.

| This supplement revises the corrective action.
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BACKGROUND:

Two standby diesel generator (SDG) sets provide alternate, onsite electric power1

and either SDG has adequate caf;acity to power all electrical auxiliaries that
are essential for shutdown cooling. Each diesel generator set is comprised of
tvo diesel engines which are clutched to the associated generator set, such that
any two of the four diesel engines in any combination can be utilized to provide
power to the equipment loads. The diesel generators are capable of starting
thdr assigned loads without being paralleled and, when loaded, continue to
operate independently. Each generator is connected to a separate 480V essential
bus, as'shown in Figure 1. A third 460V essential bus, bus 2, automatically
connects to whichever 480V bus (1 or 3) is energized by the first operating
diesel generator set.

Once per 18 months, FSV Technical Specification SR 5.6.le requires the
performance of a " Loss of Outside Electric Power (LOEP) and Turbine Trip" test.
This test simulates the simultaneous loss of outside power and a turbine
generatcr trip to demonstrate operability of the standby diesel generator
automatic cor.trols and load programmers. The automatic actior.s cofisist of three
separate phases:

1.. The shedoing of ioads from all three essential 480V buses and then opering
their supply breakers.

2. The starting of the standby diesel generator sets and loading them onto
their respective essential buses.

3. The sequential programmed loading of the equipment loads onto the essential
buses.

In the event that the plant should experience a total loss of outside electrical
power resulting from the simultaneous loss of all outside 230KV power and the
tripping of the turbine generator, the two standby diesel generators (SDG), IA
and IB, will automatically start. The first functioning unit will be
automatically selected to pick up the programmed loads on its 480V bus (480V bus
1 for generator IA or 480V bus 3 for generator IB), and also the permanently
connecteo loads on 480V bus 2 (load sequete "A"). Note that no loads are
automatically sequenced onto bus 2. The second functioning unit will then be
automatically tied to its 480V bus and pick up the programmed load for that bus
(load sequence "B"). See FSAR Section 8.2.3.5.

Surveillance procedure SR 5.6.le-1.5Y requires that each diesel generator be
tested as the first one in service, to demonstrate its ability to pick-up and
supply bus 2 loads. This is accomplished by first simulating the failure of one
engine on a preselected SDG set, thereby ensuring that the other set will be
seen as the first generator set in service. The test is then repeated by
simulating an engine failure in the other SDG set.

~
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A simplified logic for energizing the essential buses from the SDG sets is !
shown on Figure 2. The logic for SDG 1A is shown; there is an identical logic jfor SDG 18. Completion of the logic selects the 1A SDG set as the first

i

operating set and allows closure of the 1A SDG output breaker onto its J

associated 480V essential bus and requires the following:

1. The first set of contacts closes when both engines for SDG 1A are started I
and up to speed. j

2. The second set of contacts closes when both engines on SDG 1A are running
equally. These contacts are connected to manifold differential pressure ;

switches (PDIS 92286 and 92287). A high differential pressure indicates
failure of one of the two engines. During the test on October 11, these ,

leads were lifted on SDG 1B, thus simulating a failure of one of its
engines.

3. The third set of contacts closes when the lead shedding circuitry is
energized. Load shedding must be performed so that the SDG does not try to i

pick up a bus with all of its cor.nected loads. During the test on October j

11, fuses were removed in one of the two redundant, load shedding logics,
(arbitrarily designated the 'B' logic), to ensure that the other load '

shedding logic (arbitrarily designated the 'A' logic) works.

4. The fourth set of contact.s are in timer T1 or T2, which cyr.les open and
closed. The purpose of the timer ic to stagger the selection of either IA
or IB SDG as the first in service, in.the event that both SDGs reach rated
conditions in the same amount o' time. The contacts must be closed to
complete the logic.

5. Next, the logic includes a control relay, CR-9203, which closes contacts to
close the bus I to bus 2 tie breaker. This also closes contacts to close
the 1A SDG output breaker, and opens the bus 2 to bus 3 tie t:reaker, thereby
energizing bus 1 (and bus 2).

6 When the 1A SDG output breaker closes, this also prJvides a permissive s

signal to cWse the IB SDG outout breaker, and it closes contacts in the
logic that allow starting the loaa sequencer.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT:

On October 11, 1988, at 1113 hours, with the reactor shutdown and the PCRV
pressurized to 85 psia, the Loss of Outside Electric Power and Turbine Trip
surveillance procedure, SR 5.6.le-1.5Y, was initiated as follows:

1. Outside electric power was supplied through the 230KV breakers (*EA) OCB-
5300 and OCB-5301 per Figure 1, backfeeding through the Main Power
Transformer (MPT) and the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT).

(* Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) Codes)
i
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2. Loss of outside power was initiated by opening Of,B-5300 and OCB-5301..

1 3. Normal load shedding occurred and the feed breakers to the 480V buses (*EC)
1, 2 and 3 opened.

4. Both 1A and IB Standby Diesel Generators (SDG) (*EK) automatically started
and came up to rated voltage and speed in Approximately 10 seconds.

5. Neither of the SDG's output breakers closed. The 1A SOG output breaker
should have closed within seconds after reaching rated conditions followed
:econds later by closura of IB SDG output breaker.

6. The indicating lights for timer T1 and CR-9203 were alternately flashing.
This is expected as they cycle open and closed until the output breaker
closes.

7. The tie creaker between 480V essential buses 1 and 2 had automatically
closed somet.ime following the loss of power. This breaker was open prior to
initiation of the L0EP. During an L0EP conaitiont two circuits exist for
automatic closure of this tie breaker. One circuit would close this tie
breaker upon energization of CR-9203. The other circuit would close the tie
breaker on loss of voltage to 480 volt essential bus 2. Based on the design
of the circuits and as confirmed by subsequent testing, the latter of the
two circuits is the faster of the two and is the one which closed the bus 1
tc bus 2 tie breaker.

8. Outside power was restored to the 4160 volt buses and to non-essential 480
volt buses. This was accomplished within 2 to'10 minutes of the LOEP
initiation. The actual time was not recorded but FSV procedures require
this action during an LOEP test, in order to minimize the test impact on
other station functions.

9. Both the SDG output breakers were placed in the " pull-to-lock" position.
This action was taken to prevent inadvertent automatic closure and potential
damage to equipment while attempts were being made to reenergize the
essential 480 volt buses via the normal feed breakers from offsite power.
The normal feed breakers would not close at this time due to the lockout
feature associated with the load shedding circuitry. Power must be restored
to the 480 volt essential buses and the load shedding relays must be
manually reset to pere:it closure of the normal feed breakers.

10. The leads that had been lifted to simulate an engine failure in SDG 1B were
re-connected and the fuses that had been removed from the 'B' load shedding
logic were reinstalled.

11. The hand switches for the tie breakers between 480V essential buses 1-2 and
2-3 were placed in the " pull to lock" position, also to prevent inad.ertent
closures that could damage equipment.

(* Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) Codes)
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12. Approximately 39 minutes after the initiation of the LOEP test, after PSC's
troubleshooting and eg.aipment protective activities, the 1A SDG output
breaker was taken out of " pull to lock" position and the output breaker
automatically closed, etiergizing essential bus 1.

13. The IB SDG output breaker was taken out of " pull to lock" position and the
output breaker automatically closed, energizing essential bus 3.

24. No automatic sequencing of loads occurred following closure of the SDG
output breakers. Placing the tie breakers in pull-to-lock prevented
starting the Program Sequencert. (*JG), so automatic sequencing could not
occur.

15. Power to 480V essential buses was transferred to offsite power and no
further problems were encountered with closure of normal feed breakers.

CAUSE DESCRIPTION:

PSC attributes the failure of the SDG output breakers to automatically close
during the L-0EP test on October 11, 1988 to a dirty or sticking contact
condi ti r,n. This condition corrected 'itself sometime during the test, during the
p9riod that the hand switches for the SDG output breakers were placed and then
removed from the " pull-to-lock" position.

PSC performed troubleshooting and investigative examination of the components
involved in the tested circuitry and ha<, been unable to repeat the problem or
find a specific component failure.

:

(* Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) Codes)
'

.
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ANALYSIS OF EVENT:

PSC has evaluated three aspects of this event: 1) the fact that the essential
buses were without power for 39 minutes, 2) the inability to close the main feed
breakers, and 3) the failure of the SDG breakers to automatically close. The
significance of each of these conditions is discussed as follows:

1. During the LOEP test on October 11, 1988, PSC disconnected outside power
frocn_the FSV distribution system. The SDG engines started as required but
the generator output breakers did not automatically close. This left the
. essential 480V buses without power. Essential instrumentation and control
loads were being supplied by the station batteries, which are capable of
suppling these ' loads for four hours. The reactor plant had been shutdown
for a considerable period of time and was in a stable, cooled down
condition. A decay heat calculation per procedure CMG"4 showed that forced
circul& tion could be interrupted for 48 hours before fuel temperatures would
reach 760 degrees F, the most limiting design temperature of any PCRV
internal comp;nents (FSAR Section 3.6.9).

As noted under the event description, outside power was restored to the
4160V buses and to non-essential 480V buses within 10 minutes, to minimize
the impact of the test on other station functions, such as the security
functions.

During an actual LOEP event, the SDG output breakers could have been
manually closed if reeded, so that essential equipment could have been
supplied well wf thin the 90 ininutes for which an interruptiort of forced
cooling from 87,5% power has been analyzed at FSV. (FSAR Section 14,4.2.2).
Manual closure was not attempted, however, as PSC was performing
troubleshooting in an attempt to deternir.e the cause of the LOEP test
failure.

Af ter 39 minutes, P;C decided to ducentinue the troubleshooting and test
efforts, in order tc conserve the station betteries. No equipment that was
required for the existing plant contiitions had been compromised and, because
the plant was under ti.e LOEP test control and the SDG output breakers could
~ nave oeen manually closed if needed, the PSC RERP classifica; ions were not
applicable and no notifications were made. Under normal operating
ccnditions, tne FSV RERP classification procedure, EP-CLASS, requires that
an Alert be declared if electric power is lost to the 460V essential buses~

for up to 30 minutes.

i
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2. The inability to c?ose the main feed breakers is of concern because it is
similiar to an event that was discussed in LER 84'014, and a design change
had been made to correct this potential condition. i

When power. is lost to the 480V essential bus, undervoltage and/or load
shedding relays will trip the main feed breakers. Tne undervoltage trip
signal can be bypassed by placing the synchroscope in the ON position, and 1

it can be cleared by restoring voltage to the bus. The load shedding trip I
cannot be bypassed and can only be cleared by restoring power and manually I

resetting the load shedding relays.
)

During the October 11, 1988 event, several attempts were made to reenergire
the 480V essential buses from offsite power by closing the main breakers.
Operations personnel were of the understanding that placing the synchrcscope
in ON would bypass all trips and allow closure of the main breakers.
However, the design change performeri in response to LER 84-014 only
installed the synchroscope bypass for the undervoltage relays. The load
shedding trip could not be bypassed and the main feed breakers could not be
closed.

The significance of this condition must be evaluated in terms of an ectual
LOEP event In an actual LOEP, the capability to rapidly bypass all trips
and allow closure of the main breakers onto the essential buses would only
be of concern if both SDGs failed to start and supply power to the essential
buses. In the event'of this double failure, the FSV design includes an
independent Alternate Cooling Method (ACM) diesel gecerator to supply power
for cooling the reactor. The ACM utilizes separate buses and cabling a?d
would not require closure of the main feed breakers in order to supply power
to the ACM equipment. As noted in FSAR Section 8.2.8, this provides cooling
via the PCRV liner cooling system.

The instructions for bypassing the load shedding trip are straightforward
and have been provided to the Operators in Operations Order #88-06.

s
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3. The failure of the SDG output breakers to automatically close is attributed
to a dirty or sticking contact condition. Because of the manner in which
the L0EP test was conducted, the 'B' SDG logic was taken out of service to
ensure that the 4A SD? was first in service. This allowed a single failure
to prevent automatic closure of the SDG output breakers. In an actual L0EP
condition, automatic closure of the SDG output breakers would have occurred
via iche 'B' sequence, as evidenced by the successful completion of the 'B'
sequence te n per surveillance procedure SR 5,6.1.e-1.5Y. Sitice no single
failures were found that alone could have prevented energizing the essential
buses in an actual LOEP condition, the October. 11, 1988 event is not
reportable per the requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 or 50.73.

The fact that the Generator breakers automatically closed when their hand
switches were taken out of the " pull-to-lock'" position indicates that the
original failure us corrected sometime during the period that the hand
switches were placed in and then removed from " pull-to-lock". Act bities

.

which took place during this time period were:

a) Attempts were made to close the main feed breakers,

b) The bus 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 tie breakers were placed in the pull-to*
lock position..

c) Leads that Rad been lifted to simulate an engine failure wer9
replaced on 18 50G.

d) Fuses F-450 and -451 that had been removed to defeat the 'B' load
shedding logic were reinstalled.

e) CR-9203 (see Figure 2) c.ycled on and off es indicated by flashing
position indicating lights.

f) "A" gen 2rator cetput breaker hand switch (HS-9244) contacts 15 to
15C were opened and then reclosed.

Of the activities which occurred during the Vall-to-lock period, the CR-9203
and/ov the HS-9244 contaci.s appeared to be the only likely candidates for the
observed failure. Items a and b would not have had any impact since there are,

no interlocks assoc!ated with the main breakers or the tie breakers which
prevent closure of the SDG output breakers. Also, items e and d would not have
had an impact since load shedding did occur and the indicating lights flashing
indicated circuit completion down to that point (Figure 2).

Thi cycling of CR-9203 may have had an impact if contacts 3-4 had failed to
clota initially but vere freed up by the cycling (approximately once every 5
seconds) while the SDG hand switches were in pull-to-lock. The repositioning of
the 1A SDG hand switch (P5-9244) from the "after trip" position to " pull-to- !

lock" and back to "efter trip" wouic have cycled contacts 15 and 15C. These
contacts must be made up in order for the 1A Generator breaker to automatically
close.

1
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Inspection and testing of CR-9203 and HS-9244 did not indicate that th6 failure
could be attributed to either component. As a precautionary measure the
contacts in CR-9203 were replaced. Contacts 15 to 15C on HS-9244 are verified
to be in the correct position during SR 5.6.la-W, which on alternate weeks
closes the 1A generator output breaker manually from the generator room with HS-
9244 in the "after trip" position.

Since no failure could be identified, the loss of outside power surveillance, SR
5.6.le-1.5Y, was performed on 10/18/88 with observers stationed at key
locations. Both parts of the surveillance were completed satisfactorily.

Previous i,imilar events were reported in LER 84-014, and R0s 82-018, 80-053, and
79-005.

CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SR 5.6.le-1.5Y was successful'ly completed on October 18, 1988, demonstrating
proper automatic operations of the controls and load sequencers. The contacts
in CR-9205 have been replaced since it is suspected that these contacts are a
possible cause of the SDG output breakers' failure to automatically close.

Proper coeration of the contacts in the SDG output breaker handswitch (HS-9244) ;

will be continually verified during the performance of surveillance procedure SR '

5.6.la-W.

Operations Order #88-06 has been issued to ensure that operations personnel
understand the actions required to restore power to the 480V essential buses in

| the event the SDG output breakers do not close automatically. In conjunctiert j
| with the development efforts for Emergency Operating Procedures, PSC has '

| incorporated recovery instructions from a loss of electrical power into f_0P-6,
| " Restoration of Essential Electric Power", in lieu of the Overall Plant
| Operating Procedursa as previously indicated. E0p-6 was issued August 2, 1989.
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